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The French Comics Theory Reader (2014), edited by Ann Miller (University of Leicester) and Bart Beaty 
(University of Calgary), offers its readers an English translation of leading texts in Francophone comics 
scholarship from 1969, when Gérard Blanchard’s “The Origins of Stories in Images” was published, up 
to the present day.  The tastefully designed volume, which contains only previously unpublished material, 
is the first publication in the recently-established Studies in European Comics and Graphic Novels series 
at University Press Leuven.  As will emerge from this review, the series honours its ambition to advance 
knowledge of comics in a most structural manner with The French Comics Theory Reader.  
 The French Comics Theory Reader includes texts about the origin and definition of comics, 
texts about the formal aspects of comics storytelling, interpretations of specific comics and texts and 
polemical essays on the French comics industry.  In the chapter on origins and definitions, contributions 
about the definition and history of the term bande dessinée are followed by texts about the genealogy and 
the specificity of comics as a medium.  Thierry Groensteen and Thierry Smolderen, both contemporary 
Francophone authorities on the topic, are well-represented in this chapter, but a number of lesser-known 
texts are also included.  Smolderen’s text on graphic hybridisation and comics stands out in this chapter 
not only because of the refreshing connections which it posits between media, practices and technologies, 
but also because it symbolically underscores the interaction between the Francophone and Anglophone 
research fields which this book as a whole will no doubt facilitate.  Smolderen’s text (2014) will only 
be published in the original French version after the English translation has entered the public domain. 
Chapter two on formal approaches to comics reveals the reliance of the Francophone study of the comics 
form on formal, structural linguistic models, often via the intermediary path of semiotics.  It contains 
well-known texts by Pierre Fresnault-Deruelle, Jacques Samson, Thierry Groensteen and Pascal Lefèvre 
and Jan Baetens.  Chapter three gathers influential comics critical texts about work by Moebius, Jacques 
Tardi, Jack Kirby and especially Hergé.  The latter’s The Castafiore Emerald (1961-1963) is the topic of 
no less than three contributions by respectively the philosopher Michel Serres, writer and comics maker 
Benoît Peeters and the psychiatrist Serge Tisseron.  The French Comics Theory Reader closes with a 
chapter on the French comics industry which focusses primarily on the French editorial landscape and 
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its many outspoken voices, represented here by Jean-Christophe Menu and Barthélémy Schwartz.  It 
notably also contains a translation of Luc Boltanski’s classic Bourdieusian exploration of the French 
comics field.
 The term “theory” as it is evoked in the title of The French Comics Theory Reader is then to 
be understood in a very broad sense that is inevitably reminiscent of the varied textual make-up of 
that other Anglo-French translation project and reception phenomenon: French Theory.  French Theory, 
which first took American universities by storm in the 1970s and then nestled itself into the fabric 
of American pop culture, famously did not repeat the theoretical insights of Gilles Deleuze, Jacques 
Derrida, Michel Foucault & Co. in English as much as it appropriated them discursively in a context 
of American academic and educational change.  For this reason, helped by the variable quality of the 
translations, it has often been regarded as a thing of and onto itself, an American phenomenon that had 
little to do with the context in which the original texts functioned, but which rather revealed the lens 
through which American academia, particularly literary scholars, looked at their continental transatlantic 
counterparts as well as at themselves.  In his book about French Theory, Frenchman François Cusset 
notably qualifies the phenomenon as “intransitive”, stating that it takes no other object than its own 
enigma and the conditions which render it possible (Cusset 110).  Although The French Comics Theory 
Reader functions more coherently as a sample of Francophone scholarly discourse on comics than as 
an overview of comics theory per se and the book has a clear commitment to the academic discipline 
of comics studies, it does not function in such an intransitive manner. With this increase in transitivity 
comes a host of characteristics that render The French Comics Theory Reader supremely useful to the 
English-speaking scholar or student of comics that is looking to improve his or her knowledge of the 
academic discussion of comics in French.    
 The texts gathered in The French Comics Theory Reader and which have been translated by the 
editors themselves manage to successfully and consistently convey the argument, language, style and 
tone of the source texts.  The inclusion of contributions by the same author in different registers, as is 
the case for Thierry Groensteen with “The Elusive Specificity”, a very opinionated essay, and “Narration 
as Supplement”, a significantly more restrained theoretical reflection, illustrates the editors’ sensitivity 
to and knowledge of the discursive variety in the French-speaking comics field.  Indeed, despite the 
Frenchness signalled to us in the title of the book - a curious choice of title indeed - The French Comics 
Theory Reader comprises texts from various corners of Francophone culture.  From Quebec, Jacques 
Samson’s fascinating article about pictorial enunciative strategies is included and Belgian scholarship 
is very well-represented through texts of, amongst others, Erwin Dejasse and Philippe Capart and, 
as mentioned, Jan Baetens and Pascal Lefèvre.  The French Comics Theory Reader contains both 
translations of articles and of book excerpts.  While in theory this choice adds greatly to the goal of 
representing Francophone discussion on comics which the editors set for themselves, in practice the 
book excerpts, which are sometimes abruptly truncated, do not function optimally in a reader format. 
The texts gathered in the reader, and which, as indicated, span a comparatively large temporal and 
discursive range, are accompanied by a very solid note apparatus the compactness of which testifies to 
the quality of the translations.  
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The reader of the volume also benefits from a variety of introductory and orienting texts.  In the overall 
introduction, the editors explain that the selection criteria used to determine which texts would be 
included in the reader hinge on three elements: exemplarity of theoretical or interpretative approach, 
influence effectuated over subsequent scholars (citation-rate seems to have been the measure in this 
case) and projected intellectual productivity.  The majority of the texts in The French Comics Theory 
Reader comply with two or more of these criteria and constitute wonderful additions to the Anglophone 
scholarly repertoire.  In cases where only one of these criteria is present, the volume does lose some 
momentum.   This is most emphatically the case in the chapter on comics criticism.  Whereas Serge 
Tisseron’s article on The Castafiore Emerald stands as representative of the encounter between comics 
and psychoanalysis, Michel Serres’s idiosyncratic close-readings of The Castafiore Emerald lacks both 
this theoretical angle and, in part because of it, projected intellectual productivity.  Apart from a general 
introduction to the book, in which an overview of the (methodological) historical divergences between 
Francophone and Anglophone scholarship is presented and an intimate connection between creation 
and reflection is upheld as typical of the former, The French Comics Theory Reader offers us a brief 
introduction to each distinct chapter.  In these introductions the disadvantage of the above-mentioned 
and quite radical transitivity becomes apparent.  Although The French Comics Theory Reader has the 
distinct merit of keeping away from the compulsive self-thematisation that has afflicted certain strains 
of comics scholarship, the very descriptive approach which the editors favour, and which is to a certain 
extent intrinsic to the genre of the reader, leaves little room to elaborate on the role of the book in comics 
studies.  Perhaps more unfortunately, it leaves limited space to put into relation texts, ideas and conceptual 
dynamics from Francophone scholarship with those in Anglophone scholarship.  The strategic inclusion 
of points of communication between both fields on this level – an endeavour that is certainly well within 
the expertise of the editors – could have proved an extra stimulus to the international discussion about 
comics.          
    Overall, The French Comics Theory Reader fulfills a crucial possibility condition for the 
acceleration of international scholarly discussion about comics, in no small part because English has 
come to function as the academic lingua franca and the texts that are included in the volume are thus 
rendered accessible to a very wide and diverse audience.  In securing this access, The French Comics 
Theory Reader importantly also adds greatly to the collective memory of comics studies, which is a 
topic that returns often in the texts gathered in the book.
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